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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Recent research has shown that the omission of diacritics in words does not affect the initial contact with the lexical entries, as measured by masked priming. In the present study, we directly examined whether diacritics’ omission slows down lexical access using a single-presentation semantic categorisation task (“is the word an animal name?”). We did so in a language in which diacritics reflect lexical stress but not vowel quality (Spanish; e.g. ratón [mouse] vs. raton; Experiment 1) and in a language in which diacritics reflect vowel quality but not lexical stress (German; e.g. Kröte vs. Krote; Experiment 2). In Spanish, word response times were similar for words with diacritics that were either present or omitted. In contrast, German words were responded more slowly when the words’ diacritics were omitted. Thus, the function of diacritics in each language determines how words with diacritics are represented in the mental lexicon.

\textbf{Introduction}

Except for English, the rest of the European languages using Latin script have diacritics (also called accent marks) added to some of the letters. Regarding vowel letters, which are the focus of the present paper, the role of diacritics differs widely across languages (see Wells, 2000). The diacritics on a vowel may: i) specify the stressed syllable (e.g. in Spanish, ámbar /'am.bar/ [amber]); ii) indicate a long vowel (e.g. in Czech, á→/aː/ but a→/a/); iii) indicate a hiatus (e.g. in Dutch, ruïne /'ru.in/), or iv) represent a phoneme that was absent in Latin (e.g. in German, ä→/ɛ/ but a→/a/). Furthermore, in Romance languages, diacritics are also used to distinguish among otherwise homonyms (e.g. mí [me] vs. mi [my] in Spanish).

Somewhat surprisingly, none of the most influential neurally-inspired models of visual word recognition (e.g. Dehaene et al., 2005; Grainger et al., 2008) discuss how diacritical vowels are encoded and represented in the letter/word recognition system. Most computational models of visual word recognition (e.g. LTRS model: Adelman, 2011; spatial coding model: Davis, 2010; multiple read-out model: Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; CDP+ model: Perry et al., 2007) are also silent regarding the representation of accented vowels. The implementation of the above models only contains the 26 letters of English. Indeed, when simulating data from languages other than English, scholars usually remove the word’s diacritics. For instance, Conrad et al. (2010) conducted simulations in Spanish and German using Grainger and Jacobs (1996) multiple read-out model and removed the accent marks from diacritical words (e.g. camión [truck] was encoded as camion). However, Conrad et al. (2010) did not provide a rationale for why it was adequate to remove the diacritics—note that their choice implicitly assumed that diacritical and non-diacritical vowels shared their letter representations. Notwithstanding, two computational models include diacritical vowels in the letter/word levels: 1) the multitrace memory model of reading (Ans et al., 1998) contains all 40 alphabetic characters in French (e.g. the characters é, è, ë, or ë would be treated as separate letter units); and 2) the connectionist model developed by Hutzler et al. (2004) contains the three diacritical vowels in German (i.e. ä, ö, and ü). However, neither Ans et al. (1998) nor Hutzler et al. (2004) provided a rationale for why diacritical and non-diacritical vowels should be treated as separate letters in the letter/word recognition system. 1 Thus, in previous research, words with diacritical vowels were simulated in two different ways, but neither of them provided evidence for their appropriateness. The present experiments were designed to fill this gap in the literature.
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Recent masked priming experiments have shown that non-accented vowels can initially activate their accented counterparts to a large degree. This evidence has been obtained in languages in which diacritics indicate lexical stress (e.g. Spanish; e.g. á→/a/ and a→/a/; ámbar /am.bar/ [amber] Perea et al., 2020b) and languages where diacritics indicate vowel quality (e.g. Finnish: /æ/ but /a/; Perea et al., 2021). In Spanish, Perea et al. (2020b) found that lexical decision times to a target word like FÁCIL (easy) were equivalent when preceded by the identity prime fácil (/ˈfa.βil/) and when the prime omitted the accent mark (facil /fa.βil/). These two priming conditions were more effective than the control condition fecil (/fe.βil/). The same pattern also occurs in lexical decision and naming experiments in Finnish: for a target word like TÄYTE (filling) the prime täyte (/ˈtäyte/) was as effective as the identity prime täyte (/ˈtäyte/), and more effective than the control prime tyote (/ˈtyote/) (Perea et al., 2021). These findings suggest that a non-diacritical vowel (e.g. a) initially activates its accented counterparts (e.g. â, à). Furthermore, this effect does not appear to be modulated by the role of the diacritics in the language (i.e. a similar pattern occurred in Spanish and Finnish), thus suggesting that the effect has a perceptual rather than a linguistic nature.

However, while providing valuable information, the findings from masked priming experiments present two interpretive difficulties. First, these effects could be due to perceptual noise regarding letter identity in the first moments of word processing (see Norris & Kinoshita, 2012). Keep in mind that non-accented vowels closely resemble their accented counterparts (i.e. a is very similar to â; see Simpson et al., 2013, for a visual letter similarity database). Indeed, Marcet et al. (2020) found that muñeca-MUÑECA [doll] was responded as fast as muñeca-MUÑECA and faster than the control museca-MÜNECA – note that n and ñ are different letters in Spanish (see also Gutiérrez-Sigut et al., 2019; Marcet & Perea, 2017, 2018, for evidence of visual similarity effects with non-diacritical letters). Thus, the effectiveness of the masked prime facil for the target FÁCIL (Perea et al., 2020b) or the masked prime täyte for the target TÄYTE (Perea et al., 2021) are demonstrations of a visual similarity effect during the first moments of processing. Second, in masked priming, the research question is how a prime affects the first moments of processing a target word (i.e. the relationship between prime and target). Therefore, the masked priming technique does not directly test whether a prime with omitted diacritics (e.g. facil) activates the lexical-semantic representations of fácil (see Gómez et al., 2021, for discussion). To test whether a word with omitted diacritics such as fácil produces as much activation at a lexical-semantic level as fácil, one would need to present these items in an unprimed paradigm.

The main goal of the present experiments was to examine whether the omission of a word’s diacritics has a deleterious effect on lexical access when compared to its accented baseline. To that end, we selected a set of diacritical words (e.g. vagón [wagon]). These words were presented either with their diacritics or not (e.g. vagón vs. vagon). A second goal was to test whether diacritics’ function in the language modulates the processing cost of omitting the word’s diacritics. For that reason, we conducted parallel experiments in Spanish and German, two languages in which diacritics’ role is very different. In Spanish, diacritics do not affect the grapheme-to-phoneme mapping but only designate the stressed syllable. In contrast, in German, diacritics only indicate vowel quality (ä /ɛr/ , ö /ɔr/ , ü /y r/ vs. a /a l/ , o /o l/ , u /u r/ ). While accented vowels in languages like Spanish are considered mere variants of the non-accented vowels, they are considered different letters in German. For instance, when children learn the alphabet, Spanish children only learn the non-diacritical vowels, whereas German children learn both the non-diacritical and the diacritical vowels. This dissociation can be seen in dictionaries (e.g. ä is a letter in German, but á is not a letter in Spanish) and computer keyboards (e.g. ä has a key in German keyboards, whereas á does not form part of Spanish keyboards).

Before introducing the experiments, we first review the very scarce literature examining this issue via unprimed experiments. In a go/no-go lexical decision experiment (i.e. respond to “words” but refrain to responding to “pseudowords”), Schwab (2015) tested the cost of omitting the diacritics in Spanish. The stimuli were presented in a block composed of diacritical items (e.g. the word cárcel [jail] or the pseudoword méstul) or in a block consisting of items where the diacritics were omitted (e.g. cárcel, mestul). Participants were instructed not to pay attention to whether the stimulus required an accent mark. Schwab (2015) found similar response times for cárcel and carcel and concluded that, at least in Spanish, á and ã should be considered as variants of the same abstract letter representation. However, the blocked presentations have one interpretive issue: accented vs. non-accented items were not compared directly in the same block. Furthermore, using a go/no-go lexical decision could alter some core processes relative to the standard yes/no lexical decision (see Vergara-Martínez et al., 2020, for electrophysiological evidence).

More recently, Marcet and Perea (2021) examined whether the pattern obtained by Schwab (2015) in
Spanish could be generalised to a more ecological scenario: silent sentence reading. They inserted a target word with diacritics (e.g. vagón [wagon]) in sentences that participants read silently while their eye movements were recorded. Critically, the target words were written with their diacritics present (vagón) or omitted (vagon). All other words in the sentence were presented with diacritics when needed (e.g. “Es mejor estar en el último vagón para salir antes que los demás.”) (It is better to be in the last car to leave before the others.). Marcet and Perea (2021) found remarkably similar first-pass eye fixation times on items like vagón and vagon, measured by first-fixation durations and gaze durations (sum of first-pass fixations). They also found a small reading cost for the target words with the diacritics omitted (around 21 ms) in the total times (i.e. when including re-reading [second/third-pass fixations]). Specifically, participants re-read the target word more often when the accent mark was omitted. Marcet and Perea (2021) interpreted this latter finding as being due to post-access integration processing (e.g. participants could have re-checked the word’s spelling with the omitted diacritic) – of note, the overall cost was less than 3% in sentences reading time.

Thus, Schwab (2015), Marcet and Perea (2021) found no (or minimal) processing cost due to omitting the diacritics during word recognition and reading. However, these experiments were conducted in a language, Spanish, where the diacritics do not modify the phonemic value of the vowels (e.g. á and a have the same phonological representation [a/]). Indeed, many researchers assume that non-accented and accented vowels share the letter representations in Spanish (see Chetail & Bourtain, 2019; Perea et al., 2020b; Schwab, 2015). Thus, the above findings may well be specific to those languages where diacritics do not affect the grapheme-to-phoneme mapping but only designate the stressed syllable. To reach broader conclusions, it is critical to run parallel experiments in a language where diacritics indicate vowel quality (e.g. German).

Thus, the present study examined whether omitting a word’s diacritics slows down lexical access in Spanish (Experiment 1) and German (Experiment 2). We selected a set of words, all of them with diacritics. Each item was presented to the readers either with their diacritics present or omitted. All the selected words had an unambiguous spelling in the sense that omitting the diacritic did not form another word (e.g. the Spanish word revólver [gun] would not have been selected because revólver [to stir] is also a word). The participant’s task was to decide whether the word was an animal name or not (i.e. a semantic categorisation task) (e.g. Spanish: non-animal vagón [wagon] vs. vagon; animal águila [eagle] vs. agüila; German: non-animal Porträt [portrait] vs. Portrait; animal Kröte [toad] vs. Krote). 2 Participants were told to ignore the diacritics’ omission and were shown several trial examples for illustration before the experiment.

We preferred a semantic categorisation task over the lexical decision task for two reasons. First, the semantic categorisation task requires access to meaning (Forster & Shen, 1996), whereas lexical decision can be performed without unique word identification (see Grainger & Jacobs, 1996). Indeed, non-human species can perform reasonably well in lexical decision experiments (e.g. baboons: Grainger et al., 2012; pigeons: Scarf et al., 2016). Second, the omission of accent marks in German (e.g. Kröte→Krote) would produce a visually unfamiliar stimulus (i.e. Krote is not a word). As a result, participants might be biased to respond “nonword” to non-accented words in a lexical decision task. (Indeed, this was one reason to use blocked presentations in the Schwab, 2015, experiment in Spanish.) Perea et al. (2020a) found an effect of visual familiarity in lexical decision (e.g. hOUSe slower and more error-prone than HOUSE). This interpretive issue is minimised in semantic categorisation (hOUSe and HOUSE produce similar response times and error rates; Perea et al., 2020a).

The predictions are the following. First, let’s assume diacritics are an intrinsic part of a word’s orthographic representation regardless of language. In that case, we would expect slower word identification times when omitting the diacritics in both Spanish and German. This outcome would require reinterpreting the accounts that claim that accented, and non-accented vowels are only variants of the same abstract representation in Spanish (Chetail & Bourtain, 2019; Perea et al., 2020b; Schwab, 2015). Furthermore, this outcome would require modellers to add diacritical letters in the letter level of future implementations of visual-word recognition models. Second, diacritics may be an integral part of a word’s abstract representations but only when they indicate parameters such as vowel quality (i.e. when accented vowels map onto different phonological representations). In this case, we would find slower word identification times when omitting the diacritics in German but not in Spanish. This outcome would reinforce the view that each language’s idiosyncrasies shape how letters and words are represented (see Frost, 2012, for discussion): modellers should include diacritical letters (e.g. á, ò, and ü) in models of visual word recognition in languages where diacritics indicate vowel quality. And third, if diacritics — regardless of their function in language — are not an integral part of a
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120-word list of Marcet and Perea

We selected a set of 80 words with diacritics from the Materials years [SD = 6.13], using Proli...fication times when the word’s diacritics are present and when they are omitted in both Spanish and German. This outcome would suggest that diacritics’ role in vowels during lexical access in Western-European languages is less important than previously thought – particularly in languages like German where they signal vowel quality.

Experiment 1 (Diacritics in Spanish)

Method

Participants

We tested 46 individuals (20 women; mean age = 24.1 years [SD = 6.13]), using Prolific Academic (http://prolific.ac). As we had 60 trials in each condition, this sample size ensured 2760 observations in each format (accent present vs. accent omitted), which is in line with Brysbaert and Stevens (2018) suggestions. Prolific Academic’s recruitment filter was used such that only native Spanish university students with no reading problems and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision could participate. All participants gave informed consent before the experiment and received monetary compensation according to Prolific’s participant policy. This research followed the Helsinki convention requirements, and we obtained ethical approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Valencia.

Materials

We selected a set of 80 words with diacritics from the 120-word list of Marcet and Perea’s (2021) sentence reading experiment. None of these 80 words were animal names or referred to concepts related to animal names or parts of body or plants (e.g. we excluded items like fósil [fossil], árbol [fossil], or biología [biology]). The diacritics could appear on the last syllable (e.g. vagón [wagon]), the last-but-one syllable (e.g. cárcel [jail]), or the third-from-last syllable (e.g. lógica [logic]). The mean number of letters was 6.5 (range: 5-10) and the mean word-frequency per million was 27.0 (range: 0.07-264.64) in the EsPal database (Duchon et al., 2013). We also selected 40 words with diacritics that were animal names (e.g. ratón). The number of letters of animal names was matched with the number of letters of non-animal names (M = 6.8, range: 4-10; p > .19) and the mean Zipf frequency was 3.10 (range: 0.64-4.49). Each item (either animal name or not) was presented with its corresponding diacritic (e.g. vagón, ratón) or with the diacritic omitted (e.g. vagón, ratón). We created two counterbalanced lists consisting of 60 words that kept the diacritics (40 non-animal names; 20 animal names) and 60 words in which the diacritic was omitted (60 non-animal names; 20 animal names). Those words in List 1 with diacritics were presented without diacritics in List 2 and vice versa. Participants were randomly assigned to List 1 or List 2. The list of words is presented in the Appendix.

Procedure

The experiment was created with Psychopy 3 software (Peirce & MacAskill, 2018) and was conducted in an online setting using the online server Pavlovia (www.pavlovia.org). Before starting the experiment, participants filled out a questionnaire with demographic data (age, gender, education level) on LimeSurvey (www.limesurvey.org). Participants were instructed to do the experiment in a quiet room without any distractions. Before starting the actual experiment, all participants went through sixteen practice trials to get familiarised with the task. The experiment consisted of a semantic categorisation task ("Does this word refer to an animal?"), in which participants had to press the button “M” on their keyboard for answering “yes” and the button “Z” on their keyboard for answering “no” as fast and accurately as possible. A trial started presenting a fixation cross in the centre of the screen for 500 ms. Afterward, the target item occurred in the same location until a response was made (or until a deadline of 2000 ms). The trials were presented in a randomised order for each participant. Altogether, the experiment took about 10 min, including a short break every 60 trails.

Results and discussion

Incorrect responses (3.83%) and response times shorter than 250 ms (less than 0.01% [1 observation] were omitted from the response time (RT) analyses. The mean RT (in ms) and error rate (in percentage) in each experimental condition are displayed in Table 1.

We created Bayesian linear mixed-effects models for each dependent variable with the brms package (Bürkner, 2017) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2021). The two fixed factors in the model were Format (accented vs. non-accented; encoded as −0.5 and 0.5)
and Type of word (non-animal vs. animal; encoded as –0.5 and 0.5). We chose the models with the maximal random effect structure (see Barr et al., 2013):

\[ \text{RT (accuracy)} \sim \text{Format} \times \text{TypeWord} \\
+ (1 + \text{Format} \times \text{TypeWord} | \text{subject}) \\
+ (1 + \text{Format} | \text{item}) \]

Due to the positive skew of latency data, we modelled them with the exgaussian distribution (family = exgaussian()). Given the binary nature of the accuracy data (correct [1], incorrect [0]), we modelled these data with the Bernoulli distribution (family = bernoulli()). For each model, we conducted 5,000 iterations (1,000 as a warm-up) with four chains. The models converged successfully (all R̂s = 1.00). The output of Bayesian linear mixed-effects models offers the estimate of each parameter, its standard deviation, and the 95% Credible Intervals (95% CrI). If the 95% Credible Interval of a given parameter does not contain zero, it is interpreted as evidence of an effect (see Cutter et al., 2021, for a similar reasoning).

Response Time data. Our Bayesian linear mixed-effects model revealed clear effects of Type of word, indicating that participants responded more rapidly to the non-animal words than to the animal words, \( b = -18.78, SE = 6.95, 95\% \text{ CrI} (-32.51, -5.42) \). More important, responses to the words were remarkably similar when they kept their accent mark and when it was omitted, \( b = -1.56, SE = 3.83, 95\% \text{ CrI} (-9.11, 5.93) \). The 95% Credible Interval of this small effect (centered at \(-1.56 \text{ ms}\)) contained zero, thus revealing a null/negligible effect of Format (accented vs. non-accented) in Spanish. There were no signs of an interaction between the two factors, \( b = 4.04, SE = 4.74, 95\% \text{ CrI} (-5.21, 13.27) \) (see Figure 1 for the posterior distributions).

Accuracy data. Participants committed fewer errors for trials involving non-animal words than for trials involving animal words, \( b = 1.54, SE = 0.32, 95\% \text{ CrI} (0.93, 2.20) \). Besides, error rates to words were very similar when the accent mark was present and when it was omitted, \( b = 0.31, SE = 0.30, 95\% \text{ CrI} (-0.24, 0.93) \). There were no signs of an interaction between the two factors, \( b = -0.25, SE = 0.39, 95\% \text{ CrI} (-1.01, 0.52) \) (see Figure 1 for the posterior distributions).

The present data in Spanish showed remarkably similar response times and accuracy for those words that kept the accent mark (e.g. ratón, vagón) and those words in which the accent mark was omitted (e.g. raton, vagon). This pattern is consistent with the null effects reported by Schwab (2015) with a go/no-go lexical decision task and by Marcet and Perea (2021) in the first-pass fixations on the target words during sentence reading.

To complement the above linear-mixed effects models with a quantile-based analysis, we created the delta plots (see Ridderinkhof, 2002) for the effect of Format. Specifically, we plotted the difference in response times between the words with diacritics present and the words with diacritics omitted for the .1, .3, .5, .7, and .9 quantiles in each participant along the y-axis, whereas the x-axis indicated the means per quantile. As shown in Figure 2, there were essentially no differences between those words with the accent present and those words with the accent omitted. The only slight divergence was in the slower responses (i.e. 9 quantile), where the words with the omitted accent mark yield slower response times than the words with the accent mark. An ad hoc analysis in the .9 quantile showed a 18-ms cost, \( t(45) = 2.29, p = 0.026 \). While one should be cautious of ad hoc analyses, this difference in the higher quantiles aligns well with the view that diacritics in Spanish may play some role during a post-access integration stage (see Marcet & Perea, 2021, for evidence during sentence reading).

The question now is whether this same pattern holds when the diacritics represent vowel quality, as occurs in German. This was the main aim of Experiment 2.

**Experiment 2 (Diacritics in German)**

**Methods**

**Participants**

We tested a sample of 50 participants (23 women; mean age = 25.7 years [SD = 4.44]) using Prolific Academic for participant recruitment with the same profile as in Experiment 1. The only difference in the filters was that the native language should be German instead of Spanish. This sample size ensured 2,700 observations in each format (i.e. parallel to that of Experiment 1). All participants gave informed consent before the experiment and received monetary compensation for their participation.

**Materials**

For the non-animal names, we selected a set of 72 German words with a diacritical vowel (e.g. Porträt). The mean number of letters was 7.4 (range: 4-14), and the mean word-frequency per million was 2.9 (range: 0.04-16.69) in the German database created by Oganian et al. (2016) (We did not select any items that could be words with and without diacritics (e.g. Bar [bar] vs. Bär [bear]). For the animal names, we selected 36 German words with a diacritical vowel (e.g. Kröte).
The average number of letters was also 7.4 (range: 4-14), and the mean word-frequency per million was 2.9 (range: 0.04-20.16). The items could be presented with their diacritical vowel (e.g. Porträt, Kröte) or not (e.g. Portrat, Krote). For both types of words, we used approximately the same ratio of plural words and the same ratio of diacritical vowels (ä, ö, ü). As in Experiment 1, we created two counterbalanced lists in a Latin Square manner, each composed 54 intact diacritical words (36 non-animal names; 18 animal names) and 54 words in which the diacritical vowel was omitted (36 non-animal names; 18 animal names). The list of words is presented in the Appendix.

**Procedure**
It was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the task was done in German instead of Spanish. Furthermore, due to the different architecture of German keyboards, for a “no” response, participants pressed the “X” button on their keyboard instead of the “Z” button.
Results and discussion

As in the previous experiment, we removed error responses (4.2%) and very short responses (<250 ms; 0 observations) from the RT analyses. Table 2 displays the average RTs and error rates in each condition. The inferential analyses were parallel to those of Experiment 1 – again, all models converged adequately (\(\bar{R} = 1.00\) in all estimates).

Response Time data. Responses were faster when the words kept their diacritic than when it was omitted, \(b = 16.16, SE = 3.76, 95\%\) CrI (8.76, 23.52). In this case, the 95\% Credible Interval of this parameter did not contain zero, thus revealing an effect of Format (accented vs. non-accented) in German. There were no signs of a difference in response times between animal and non-animal words, \(b = -1.47, SE = 7.27, 95\%\) CrI (−15.94, 12.80) or an interaction between the two factors, \(b = -3.94, SE = 5.04, 95\%\) CrI (−13.94, 5.81) (see Figure 3 for the posterior distributions).

Accuracy data. As occurred in Experiment 2, participants made fewer errors to non-animal words than to animal words, \(b = 1.04, SE = 0.33, 95\%\) CrI (0.40, 1.71). In addition, accuracy was remarkably similar for words with the accent present vs. omitted, \(b = 0.03, SE = 0.26, 95\%\) CrI (−0.47, 0.54). The two factors did not interact, \(b = 0.36, SE = 0.39, 95\%\) CrI (−0.38, 1.13) (see Figure 3 for the posterior distributions).

The present experiment has shown that, unlike in Spanish (Experiment 1), the omission of the diacritics in German words entails a processing cost: word identification times were shorter to Porträt [portrait] or Kröte [toad] than to Portrait or Krote. Importantly, this processing cost did not entail a lower accuracy: readers could successfully encode Porträt as a non-animal and Kröte as an animal despite that, in German, the pairs \(\ddot{a}/\ddot{a}, \ddot{o}/\ddot{o},\) and \(\ddot{u}/\ddot{u}\) correspond to different letters (each with a different sound).

To complement these findings, we computed a delta plot of the effect of format for animal and non-animal words in a parallel manner as in Experiment 1 (Spanish). As shown in Figure 4, the delta plot shows a robust effect of format even in the distribution’s leading edge (.1 quantile). This effect increased progressively in successive quantiles – this pattern is consistent with the diacritics’ influence on central word identification processes (see Gomez, 2012).

Combined analyses of experiments 1 and 2

The findings of Experiments 1 and 2 strongly suggest that the function of diacritics in each language determines how diacritical words are represented in the mental lexicon. As suggested by a Reviewer, to empirically support this claim, it may be important to run, for the RT data, a combined analysis of Experiments 1 and 2 (i.e. including Language as a factor) and show an interaction between Format (accented vs. non-accented) and Language (Spanish vs. German).

The combined analyses of Experiments 1 and 2 were parallel to the individual experiments except that we added Language (Spanish [Experiment 1] vs. German [Experiment 2], encoded as −0.5 and 0.5 respectively) as a fixed factor. Thus, the resulting maximal factor-structure model was:

\[
RT \sim \text{Format} \times \text{TypeWord} \times \text{Language} \\
+ (1 + \text{Format} \times \text{TypeWord} \times \text{Language} | \text{subject}) \\
+ (1 + \text{Format} | \text{item})
\]

As in the individual analyses, we conducted 5,000 iterations in the model (1,000 as sampling) and the value of \(\bar{R}\) was 1.00 for all estimates. As expected, the model provided evidence favouring an interaction between Format and Language, \(b = 18.35, SE = 9.14, 95\%\) CrI (0.55, 36.37) – note that this interaction occurred similarly for animal and non-animal names: three-way interaction, \(b = -8.87, SE = 11.37, 95\%\) CrI (−31.11, 13.10). (The full output is presented in the OSF.) Thus, the present analysis has revealed that the effect of Format in accented and non-accented words is different for the two languages, Spanish (where the effect of Format is negligible; see Figures 1 and 2) and German (where the effect of Format is present; see Figures 3 and 4).

General discussion

We conducted two semantic categorisation experiments that tested whether omitting the diacritics in a word delays lexical access in Spanish and German. While both Spanish and German have transparent orthographies with a variable stress assignment, the diacritics’ role in vowels is very different. Diacritical vowels in Spanish indicate the stressed syllable with no changes in vowel quality – note that Spanish keeps the five vowel sounds of Latin (i.e. \(\ddot{a}/\ddot{a}, \ddot{o}/\ddot{o}, \ddot{u}/\ddot{u}\)) and \(\ddot{u}/\ddot{u}\). In contrast, diacritical vowels in German do not.

Table 2. Mean response times (in ms) and error rates (in percentages) for non-animal words and animal words written with their diacritics present or omitted in Experiment 2 (German).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Diacritic Present</th>
<th>Diacritic Omitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response time</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Animals</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
have a prosodic function; instead, they specify the three vowel sounds of German that did not exist in the Latin alphabet (i.e. ä /æ/, ö /ø/, ü /y/). Results were straightforward: In Spanish, omitting a vowel’s diacritics did not hamper (or only minimally) lexical access (Experiment 1), whereas, in German, the omission of a vowel’s diacritics delays lexical access (Experiment 2). We now examine the theoretical and applied implications of these findings.

First, regarding Spanish, the similar word identification times for items like vagón and vagon in a task requiring access to meaning extends recent research with other tasks (lexical decision: Schwab, 2015; sentence reading: Marcet & Perea, 2021). That is, the omission of diacritics in a word’s vowel has a minimal impact in (silent) reading tasks. These findings favour the idea that accented vowels in Spanish should be considered variants of their non-accented counterparts at the letter level in visual word recognition models (see Chetail & Boursain, 2019; Perea et al., 2020b; Schwab, 2015). Thus, current word recognition models (i.e. using the English orthography) can be employed to simulate experimental data.

Figure 3. Highest Density Intervals with the 50%, 75%, 89%, 95%, and 100% Credible Intervals for each of the estimates of the Bayesian Linear Mixed-Effects models on response time (left panel) and accuracy (right panel) for German words with and without diacritics (Experiment 2).

Figure 4. Delta Plots showing the difference between German words with and without diacritics for the .1, .3, .5, .7, and .9 quantiles.
from Spanish stimuli. We acknowledge, however, that some abstract orthographic markers of the accented vowels could be added to these models – this would be in the spirit of Peressotti et al. (2003) orthographic cue hypothesis. These markers for diacritical vowels could help the interplay between orthography and phonology at the whole-word level under some circumstances, especially for developing readers (or for learners of Spanish as L2). To tackle this issue, future research should examine in detail the role of diacritical marks in Spanish comparing the findings between developing vs. adult readers using tasks that require an explicit grapheme-to-phoneme mapping (e.g. naming task) and tasks that only require access to lexico-semantic representations (e.g. semantic categorisation task).

At an applied level, our findings fit well with the idea that diacritics in Spanish are an unnecessary element during reading – with the possible exception of learners of Spanish or of novel words. After all, nearly 80% of Spanish words have their stress of the last-but-one syllable, and only less than 3% of words have their stress in the second-to-half syllable or earlier (Quilis, 1993). Indeed, a repeated claim from Spanish scholars (including winners of the Nobel Prize for literature such as García Márquez) is that the rules of accentuation in Spanish should be more straightforward. The norms of accentuation in Spanish, which the Real Academia Española regulates, are rather complex (and with many exceptions). A noticeable trend is that the number of diacritical words in Spanish has decreased in the progressive reforms since the creation of the Real Academia in 1715. As an example, the initial spelling of the Real Academia Española was “Real Academia Española” – currently, less than 13% of the 500 most frequent words in Spanish require accent marks (Real Academia Española, 2010). Indeed, Romance languages such as Italian only have a very sparse use of diacritics (see Colombo & Sulpizio, 2021): when the stress is on the final syllable ending in a vowel (e.g. libertà [freedom]), and to distinguish potential homographs. Similarly, for a short period (1981-2003), the Real Academia de Cultura of the Valencian language (i.e. the variety of Catalan spoken in the Valencian Community in Spain) only recommended the use of diacritics to distinguish otherwise homographs (e.g. déu [god] vs. deu [ten]) (Calpe, 2004). We believe that the present findings in Spanish, together with Schwab (2015) and Marcet and Perea (2021), offer relevant data so that the academies responsible for dictating the norms of accentuation can make informed decisions to simplify them.

Second, the scenario is quite different for German words. In this case, we found a reading cost of around 31 ms when omitting the vowel’s diacritic on lexical access (e.g. Portrat was responded more slowly than Porträt). Notably, this reading cost occurred in the latency data but not in the accuracy data. That is, participants could effectively reconstruct the meaning of each item in German. We believe that this pattern occurs because non-diacritical vowels can initially activate their diacritical counterparts (e.g. a→ä) even when they refer to different phonemes (via visual similarity effects; see Perea et al., 2020c, for evidence with masked priming in Finnish). These findings strongly suggest that, in German, diacritical vowels (e.g. a and ä) should be treated as different letter units than their non-diacritical counterparts. Indeed, as stated in the Introduction, Hutzler et al. (2004) added the three diacritical vowels as different units when simulating an experiment in German. In the future, modellers of visual word recognition using German words should take the lead of Hutzler et al. (2004) and add the vowels ä, ö, and ü to the letter level. Another modification when modelling visual word recognition in German is to consider the initial capitalisation of common nouns (see Jacobs et al., 2008; Wimmer et al., 2016).

In sum, we have found a strong dissociation of the diacritics’ role in vowel letters between Spanish and German in two semantic categorisation experiments. The omission of diacritics does not affect (or only minimally) lexical access to Spanish words (e.g. vagón = vagon), whereas it produces a sizeable reading cost in German (e.g. Porträt < Portrat). Thus, while a vs. ä can be parsimoniously treated as variants of the same letter in Spanish, ä and a should be considered separate letter units in German. Further research is necessary to determine the diacritic’s role in languages where only a subset of accented vowels indicate vowel quality (e.g. French: â and a have the same pronunciation, but è and é have different pronunciations; see Chetial & Boursain, 2019; Massol & Grainger, 2021) or vowel length (e.g. Czech). At a theoretical level, our findings offer cues on how to model the letter level in current computational modelling software designed to simulate visual word recognition experiments in Spanish and German (e.g. easyNet: Adelman et al., 2018). At the practical level, our findings in Spanish suggest that accent marks do not play an essential role during lexical access, and the Real Academia should consider further decreasing their use.

Notes

1. In a recent study on the role of repeated letters using the lexical decision data of French Lexicon Project, Trifonova and Adelman (2019) used two scenarios
depending on whether the diacritics on the vowels were disregarded or not.

2. The initial letter was capitalized in the German experiment because all words were nouns.

3. We could only select 40 familiar animal words in Spanish containing diacritics. Thus, the ratio of animal/non-animal responses was 2:1 (see Labusch et al., 2021; Perea et al., 2020a, for a similar ratio).

4. We could only find 36 familiar diacritical words in German that corresponded to animal names. As in Experiment 1, the ratio of animal/non-animal responses was 2:1.
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Appendix. Materials of the experiments

**Experiment 1 (Spanish)**

**Non-animals:** lápiz, dólar, volátel, difícil, seísmo, geología, psicología, ortografía, automóvil, egoísta, frágil, tónel, ecología, ámbar, bahía, caída, mástil, cárceles, tráiler, astronómico, filosofía, energía, poesía, álbum, decaído, mártir, móvil, versátil, flor, cráter, mármol, encía, alegría, distrainido, débil, hábil, por-tátil, cáilz, fácil, azúcar, éxito, lágitio, vértigo, típico, brújula, cámara, sílaba, música, cómico, cinico, ración, lógica, canción, sillín, ética, nítido, acor-dón, física, cajón, rincón, almacén, buzón, tónica, plástico, champú, cerámica, único, meditación, bisturí

**Animals:** atún, alacrán, milpiés, antílope, chimpancé, cama-león, tórtola, león, búho, halcón, mejillón, búfalo, luciérnaga, león, tórtola, león, búho, halcón, mejillón, búfalo, luciérnaga, oranguatán, salmóin, colibrí, libélula, hurón, tarántula, víbora, lémur, tucán, delfín, pitón, jabalí, pelicano, hipopótamo, camaín, murcielago, ciempiés, boquerón, escorpión, falsán, pajararo, hámster, tiburón, águila, cacatúa, gorrión, ratón

**Experiment 2 (German)**

**Non-animals:** Bürgersteig, Bücherei, Heizöl, Behörde, Fußball, Käsebrot, Äste, Bäckerin, Töpferei, Töne, Paläste,